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We hew to the line; let the chips fall where they may
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A CROCUS BLOOMING next to Scholars Hall is one of the most tangible signs of spring we've witnessed. Though the nights may still be cold,
warmer weather is on its way—and so is spring break.
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Resistance to tyranny
is obedience to God

Survey results say no change to spring break dates
A majority of NMC students who responded to a survey administered by the
college say that spring break should stay right where it is.
According to a report provided to the White Pine Press by the Office of
Educational Students, 52.6% of those surveyed said that the current timing of the
spring break — in week eleven - is “just right.” 44.1% said that it was “too late;” 3.3%
said that it was “too early.”
The email invite web survey was open to currently enrolled students. The college
received 911 usable responses out of a possible 5126 - the current spring enrollment
- for a response rate of 18%.
NMC has traditionally timed its spring break to coincide with that of the local
school districts, which hold classes until the second week of June. NMC’s spring
semester ends this year on May 2, which means that spring break occurs with only
four weeks remaining in the semester - the affects of which on student attendance
and performance have been questioned informally for years by both teachers and
students.
The survey results show that females and In-District residents were both more
likely to say that the current timing is correct, (56.2% and 57.5%, respectively).
Males (50%) and Not-In-District students (49.9%) were more likely to say that it
was “too late.”
Additionally, the highest percentage of students prefer spring break during week
11; almost 27% said they preferred it during week eight - halfway through the
semester.

Florida's tomato shortage hits home
On January 10, Florida, America’s main source of tomatoes, experienced a hard freeze
that destroyed vast quantities of tomato crops. Mexico, America’s second highest
source has also seen many crops fall to harsh rains in the past months. As a result the
cafeteria will be experiencing a shortage of tomatoes as well as periods where toma
toes will not be offered at all. The shortage can be expected to continue until at least
April, which is when Floida begins their spring acreage.
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MADDY MESA

Press Staff Writer

The dates were Jul. 19 and 20. The year was 1848, and the place: Seneca Falls, New York.
It was on those fateful days in our history that would forever change the rights of women ev
erywhere, when Elizabeth Cady Stanton purposed the Women’s Rights Convention.
To honor Stanton, Women’s History Month, and the millions of women’s suffragists
throughout history, the Women’s History Project of NW Michigan, American Assoc, of
University Women (AAUW), and NMC’s Phi Theta Kappa presented a reenactment of
the Seneca Falls Human Rights Convention in the Fine Arts Building on NMC’s main
campus on Saturday, Mar. 13.
“We wanted people to experience how it was in 1848. How the vote was presented and
the thoughts of the people,” said Patty O’Donnell, the event’s originator and narrator.
The auditorium of the Fine Arts Building was filled with spectators and participants,
some dressed in authentic clothing and dresses. Even those who came in jeans and t-shirts
were given bonnets or straw hats to wear to feel a part of the reenactment.
O’Donnell provided background by reading from a script that could also be found
in the hands of audience members. The meeting of Seneca Falls was called to order by
James Mott (Dylan Zachman) and his wife and fellow women’s suffragist Lucretia Mott
(Erica Hamilton). Reading her own statement and urging women to take up the cause of
women’s rights was Elizabeth Cady Stanton (Jacque Payne). Fellow human rights activist
Frederick Douglass (Godwin Jabangwe) was also present at the meeting, doing his part to
support the women of Seneca Falls.
Once statements were read it was time for resolutions to be read and passed. Rang
ing from the right to own property to the right to vote, each resolution was debated upon
thanks to participants in the audience and their scripts. There were “yeas” and “nays” to be
heard, women agreeing and women disagreeing.
One such was an anti-feminist played by Nancy Bordine, whose jeers were heard the loudest.
“It was a fun role I got to play,” says Bordine who was also the costume provider for
the event. “But it was so contradictory to my beliefs. I can’t imagine anyone being against
equal rights.”
After the meeting was adjourned and applause was given for all the participants, the
organizers had a few words to say. Special thanks went out to Coordinator Ann Swaney,
member of the Women’s History Board Tina Tank, and Phi Theta Kappa advisor Kari
Kahler. Even a member from the AAUW was there, encouraging both men and women to
become a member of their Traverse City branch. In all, the event was a huge success.
Actress Jacque Payne left in high hopes: “It was very fun. I loved how the audience re
ally got involved.”
For events and projects to look for in the future, visit The Women’s History Project of
NW Michigan’s website at www.whpnm.org.
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CIVIL RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS Left to right, NMC students Dylan
Zachman as James Mott, Erica Hamilton as Lucretia Mott, Jacque Payne
as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Godwin Jabangwe as Frederick Douglass.
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Students for the Environment continue to green NMC
New recycling program will eventually generate scholarship funds

■

NORA STONE

Editor-in-Chief

The number game
There are actually several different varieties of plastic. To differentiate them, most
pieces of plastic have a small number stamped somewhere on the item. 39 states
currently require these numbers on all eight-ounce to five-gallon plastic containers.
But what do these numbers mean?

STUDENTS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT members
set up one of the new recycling bins in West Hall.

7.
According to Gale, plastic
collected at NMC can be used to
make everything from polypropelene
jackets (microfleece) to plasticAll these plastics, along with glass and metal, will be accepted in the new NMC
wood composite lumber, and some
recycling bins, but this is not true of all recycling centers—so remember to research
gets returned to the manufacturing
before you recycle!
process, becoming a new bottle or
other products, many of which are
manufactured here in Michigan.
But not all of it can be reused.
“Plastic is a strange and unusual thing,”
said Gale. “It has its own little world that it
fits into. It’s an evil world, by the way... The
eventual home of all plastics that are produced
is either the landfill or incineration. A very small
percentage goes to waste energy. You can’t recycle
plastic over and over like you can metal or glass.
You can get one or two turns out of it, and it
goes off to the landfill.”
This doesn’t mean we shouldn’t make the
effort to recycle. The more the material can
be reused, the better. In addition, Gale hopes
consumers will make an effort to buy post
consumer recycled items, like recycled paper or
fleece jackets.
“That’s what drives the market,” said Gale.
If more people buy products made with post
consumer recycled material, the value of
recyclable plastic will go up—which could
generate more money for NMC as well as
recyclers such as Gale.
The members of Students for the
Environment realize there’s a long way to go
before recycling becomes widespread.
“I think my ideal goal... [is] to change the way
we talk about just throwing something away,”
said Rachel Grendel. “‘Eve got to go throw this
away.’ I wish we could change our language to
something like, ‘I have to go recycle this.’ If we
could change our language, maybe more people
would do it.”

Press Photo /NOR A STO NE

“Basically, we just want to educate people
[about] how to recycle,” said Julia Hemphill of
the new green recycling bin that have appeared
on campus.
The program has been organized by Students
for the Environment, a student group of which
Hemphill is president. The group applied for—
and got—a $5,000 Innovation Fund Grant with
which they bought the recycling bins.
“Plastics one through seven, Styrofoam,
cans, glass, all of this goes in the boxes,” said
Hemphill. The items must be clean when you
put them in the bins.
Though plastics three through seven are
generally harder to recycle than others, the group
decided it would be easier to include everything
“for the people who [say], ‘Oh, I don’t know
if I can recycle this bottle or this plastic,’” said
Hemphill. [See sidebarfor more on the different
kinds ofplastics.]
So what happens to that sweet tea bottle after
you toss it into the recycling bin?
The custodians collect the bags of recycling
and take them to the Facilities Building, where
student employees sort out the garbage and
returnable cans and bottles. At that point, Bay
Area Recycling for Charities (baRc) takes over.
The organization will come to campus bi-weekly
to pick up the big recycling bins into which your
sweet tea bottle was sorted.
“We pick up the [recyclable material] and take
it up to the plant. We take all the caps off and
bale it up, and...it goes down to our broker by
Battle Creek,” said baRc owner Andy Gale via
phone. “Then they ship it off to somebody else,
who in turn recycles it.”
Plastic numbers one and two still have
monetary value—about three cents per pound—
and money generated from those materials, as
well as the returnable bottles and cans, will be
funneled toward scholarships for students in the
renewable energy, green technology and water
studies programs, said Ed Bailey, director of
campus services.

5.
6.

Polyethylene terephthalate (PETE)—soda and water bottles, medicine
containers, and other common containers. Highly recyclable, PETE can
become anything from fiberfill for sleeping bags to tennis ball felt.
High-density polyethylene plastics—heavier containers like milk and
shampoo bottles. Often turned into toys, piping and rope.
Polyvinyl chloride—plastic pipes, shower curtains and some baby bottle
nipples. Low rate of recyclability.
Low-density polyethylene—Saran wrap, grocery and sandwich bags. Low
rate of recyclability.
Polypropylene—Tupperware and other containers. Low rate of recyclability.
Polysyrene—Styrofoam, like coffee cups and packing peanuts. It can be
made into cassette tapes and rigid foam insulation, among other products.
Mixed materials—any items crafted from a mixture of the other varieties.
They’re the most difficult to recycle, but number seven also denotes
compostable plastic!
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What recession?

According to these two young business
owners, business is booming

■

JACKI ERICKSON

Press Staff Writer

It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to recognize that
owning and operating a business is hard work. Be
tween seven-day workweeks, managing employees,
balancing the books and keeping customers happy,
it can (and often does) consume the owner’s life.
But what if, in addition to all those responsibili
ties, the owner is also juggling friends, college and
... dating?
Sounds tough, but for two young Traverse City
entrepreneurs owning a business is not only satisfy
ing, but also surprisingly easy.
From all outside appearances, 21-year-old Matt
Gulseth and 19-year-old Courtney McCatty have
little in common. Matt heads to work in an old tshirt and a pair of paint-streaked jeans. He spends
his days, elbow deep, in auto parts. Courtney Mc
Catty, on the other hand, dresses in the latest
fashions and devotes her days to viewing beauty
through the lens of a camera.
Despite their apparent differences, Matt and
Courtney have more in common than they realize.
They are both entrepreneurs with successful busi
nesses and they are both very young. They each left
college to pursue business ownership, work sevenday weeks (sometimes) and maneuver the tricky
world of‘being the boss.’
Matt Gulseth, owner and operator of Unique
Customs (a car detailing shop), knew at five-yearsold that he wanted to own a business. However, he
realizes now that his boyhood dream and his adult
reality occasionally contradict each other.
“I always wanted to own my own business for a
lot of different reasons,” Matt explains. “At first for
the wrong reasons - reasons I completely misunder
stood until I started my business. I wanted it to be
on my time, after I started my business I realized,
‘Wow- that’s not how it works at all.’ ”
Though Matt confesses that business ownership
is not always easy, he insists that car detailing is his
passion and he would not have it any other way.
Courtney, owner of Summerfrost Photography,
“officially” started her full time business a year ago,
but prior to that she did photography part time.
Though she runs a home studio, Courtney gets
to edit her photos from anywhere, including the
beach, which turns her business into her dream job.
She loves photography, but concedes that it is chal
lenging in the beginning.
“It’s really scary at first and there are a lot of
hoops to jump through,” Courtney admits, “but it’s
all worth it.”
Not only do Matt and Courtney love their re
spective professions, they are also both success
ful and don’t blink an eye at Michigan’s struggling
economy. When asked if their businesses are re
cession proof, both Matt and Courtney said “no,”
however, neither of them view recession as an ob
stacle in their paths.

“We’re in a recession,” says Matt, “but since we
started, we’ve had nothing but more business and
more business and more business. We have never
had a dry spell, never a week without work.”
Courtney voices a similar sentiment with Sum
merfrost Photography.
“I kind of believe that the recession is a choice,”
she says. “You have to decide: I’m not going to let
this hinder [me]. I think the recession has helped
me a little bit. I can get products cheaper - prices
have gone down.”
In addition to being virtually recession proof,
Matt and Courtney both started their businesses
debtless and neither of them took out loans to start
their ventures. They each describe setting money
aside (Matt detailing cars/Courtney snapping pho
tos) in order to save money to launch their separate
businesses.
Their ability to remain debt-free is especially ad
mirable in a nation where unemployment for 16-24
year olds is at an all time high, 53.4 percent (ac
cording to Labor Department statistics) and major
newspapers frequently publish headlines describ
ing this age group as ‘The dead end kids’ (NY Post)
and ‘The Lost Generation’ (Business Week).
Although Matt and Courtney have been little
affected by the ‘so called’ recession, they both admit
that their age sometimes impacts their business,
negatively and positively.
“One thing age has done in a negative way is
workers. We have people that work for us that are
almost forty years older than us and it takes a very
unique person to be able to take orders from some
one that’s 21-years-old.” Matt also comments on
the positive impact of his age. “People love the idea
of fresh new blood in the whole industry and we
have a lot of energy and people get a really good
vibe when they come in here.”
Courtney notices similar pros and cons of being
a young entrepreneur. “A lot of people didn’t take
me seriously at first. I’ve been on shoots with de
signers and in the beginning they try to pose the
models and try to control everything. I’m giving
directions at the same time they are and then they
realize ‘oh she knows what she’s doing’ and they
kind of back off.” As for positives: “I get to work
with some designers from LA, which is really cool.
I think of them like cool moms - they look over me
and because their target market is girls my age, they
say ‘well what do you think about this?’ and I can
say I think it’s old fashioned - I can give my two
cents.”
Despite their successful businesses, both Matt
and Courtney intend to finish college. However,
they both say “go for it” to young people consid
ering starting a business. Matt advises that you do
some research before launching into business, and
that it’s very important to have drive and love what
you do. Courtney agrees, “Do it,” she says. “It’s
worth it.”

NMC's new thrill ride
Spring is here! Snow is melting, birds are returning, and people
are heading back outside after a winter of hibernation. For students
in the aviation program, this means that flight is common. After a
long winter stuck inside studying, pilots are getting back in the air.
They’re remembering why they do this in the first place: beautiful
views, challenging tasks and the sheer thrill of flight that puts a smile
on everyone’s face.
The big news this
spring is NMC’s ac
quisition of a new air
craft. Changes to the
IJEBEDIAH BAILEY
FAA-approved syllabus
I Press Staff Columnist
allowed the college to
sell one of its older air
craft and purchase a 2005 American Champion Super Decathlon.
A small two-person plane powered by a 180HP Lycoming engine,
the Super Decathlon is fully aerobatic, capable of enduring a thrillride six times the normal force of gravity. Under these circumstances,
an average person’s head would weigh almost 100 pounds.
Needless to say, this plane is a performer. It can even run for more
than a minute upside-down without any ill effects. Loops, spins,
rolls—almost nothing is beyond its safety margin. With this kind of
performance under your seat, the experience is simply astonishing.
Pilots return from flying the Decathlon with a near-permanent grin
on their face.

HIGH
FLYIN'

But why does NMC need a plane like this? Several reasons.
First: it’s fun. This may seem like a strange reason, but motivation
is a critical part of flight training. It can be extremely difficult to slog
through page after page of FAA regulations or aerodynamic theories,
and the promise of learning how to fly a plane like this can be the
driving force that keeps a student going.
Second: safety. The Decathlon is capable of doing almost any
thing you want it to, including certain maneuvers (like spins) that
are simply unsafe in the other airplanes owned by NMC. That
doesn’t mean that those maneuvers can’t happen during flight train
ing; by performing those maneuvers in an aircraft designed to do it,
pilots learn how to safely recover from these unusual attitudes with
out putting undue stress on a normal airplane.
Third: wider experience. While every new plane widens a pilot’s
horizons, the Decathlon is a little different because it has conven
tional landing gear (tail-dragger). Flying a conventional gear plane
has its own challenges and requires a special endorsement to do so.
By obtaining one for the Aviation Department, NMC can now offer
this endorsement to students.
With spring here, and one of the most exciting planes NMC has
acquired, expect to see more and more pilots walking around with
smiles that won’t go away.
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Moose hunt could open in Michigan
within two years
I

BRENDON DODGE

Press Staff Writer

The Michigan state senate, last week, voted
unanimously to approve a bill that would direct the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment
(DNRE) to set up an advisory council on the possibility
of moose hunting in Michigan.
Michigan Senator Jason Allen, the bill’s sponsor, feels that
opening a moose hunt will bring more tourism to Michigan.
“We have an elk population that is bringing people
into Michigan, so with the addition of moose hunting, the
opportunities expand,” said Allen. “Destination tourism is
important.”
The bill also approves the issuing of a single moose
hunting license, but Allen said that the goal is to form a
scientific committee to determine how many moose hunt
licenses can or should be issued.
“We proposed a minimum of one tag and anything
beyond that one tag will be determined by the scientific
community,” said Allen. “When you are only taking one,
I don’t think it is that big of a deal. If the biologists don’t
think they should take more than one then it is their
expertise that determines that.”
In the early 1900s, Michigan was among many states
that moose resided with its cool temperatures and very
desirable habitat. In the 1930s, an overpopulation of
moose on Isle Royale brought about a capture and transfer
of seventy moose from Isle Royale to the mainland of
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Sixty-three total
were released into the wild, with a few going to zoos. A
handful were researched for life studies. In 1985, twentynine more moose were reintroduced to the UP. In 1987,
another thirty.
The plan then was to wait until the year 2000 to hold a
hunt, and only if the moose population had reached 1000.
Today, there are an estimated 500 moose in Michigan,

The mighty
moose
Called moose in North
America and elk in
Europe the animal is
largest deer in the world:

Size: Males up to 10.5 ft. (3.2 m) in
10.4 ft. (2.3 m) tall, females a

Weight: up to 1,320 lbs. (600 kg)

Behavior: Active throughout.day; good
swimmers and can run as fast as 35
mph (56 kph)

Food: Twigs, bark, roots,
plant shots; in winter,
they browse on conifers
■ ‘Adult requires
up to 44 lbs.
(20 kg) of food per day

Range
■ Live in
areas with snow
cover during winter

■ Prefer moist
conditions near lakes,
ponds, swamps

• Limited to cold regions
because of their inability to sweat,
and the heat produced by
fermentation in their gut

S2006MCT
Source: Animal diversity. MCT Photo Service
Graphic: Eisebeth Nielson, Morten Lyhnc

most of which live in the western UP.
A memo provided to the White Pine Press says that the
DNRE supports the bill, and believes that Michigan has
a relatively stable population of moose that can sustain a
limited hunt. The memo refers to western states that have
allowed a limited hunt without significant declines in
moose population.
DNRE Wildlife Research Biologist Brian Roell believes
that a moose hunt there create a great deal of interest, but
that the western UP population could support no more
than a handful of moose hunting licenses for bull moose.
“There should be lots of people,” said Roell. “I think it
will be similar to what we see for the elk hunts, just a lot
fewer tags issued.”
There are approximately twenty elk tags given out
annually in the elk lottery, which costs the DNRE around
$150,000 to run.
“To cover the costs of the lottery draw, the state and
DNR would need at least 5000 applications for a chance
at one moose license to break even,” said Roell. “Actually
when you wash it all down it will probably be run at a loss.”
The DNRE’s 2009 budget was $706 million.
Some in the UP have fallen in love with the moose and
won’t want to see any hunted.
“The moose have a social protection, the people in the
UP they really like the moose,” said Roell. “In Ishpeming
they have a mural on an overpass celebrating the moose.
In the UP, it’s an easy animal to like and get behind.”
Victor D’Ercole, Traverse City resident, and owner of
Hurley’s Stained Glass and TC Mirror and Shower Door,
is in support of a moose hunt in Michigan as long as the
moose population can sustain it. D’Ercole has hunted
many big game species throughout North America and
believes that an auction or a raffle is a better idea than the
current lottery draw system.
“I think any idea is better than the state of Michigan
paying $150,000 for a lottery for one tag or even ten tags,”
said D’Ercole. “You could do a raffle at $20 to $100 a ticket.”

%

D’Ercole also thinks that the state should promote
the first hunt to the utmost: “This is something that is
going to be in the history books. This is a special event, a
huge honor, so make it a prestigious event. ‘Be the first in
modern history to hunt moose in Michigan.’”

COLLECTION OF BONES of bull moose
who have died on Isle Royale National Park.
The island has long had an overpopulation of
moose.
Photos and Graphic/MCT CAMPUS
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Give us a break
It’s Mar. 19. Two-thirds of the semester has come and gone, and
so have all of our friends from other colleges on their spring break.
Students at NMC have another two weeks of classes, papers, tests
and general stress to look forward to before we get our breath of
unrestricted spring air.
Last month, college officials ran a survey to assess the current level
of satisfaction regarding the timing of spring break, asking students
for their input on the current date for spring break.
This caught our attention, and we began to think about some of
___________ the reasons for and against moving
spring break.
THE ISSUE:
Quite possibly the most
Is the current placement of
powerful reason for moving the
spring break truly beneficial for date is the high level of fatigue
the students of NMC?
students and teachers alike are now
OUR VIEW:
experiencing. By the time we do
A change in scheduling could have spring break, we will have
lead to increased energy—and been in classes for twelve straight
attendance.
weeks, and after break are expected
to return and refocus for the
remaining three.
For years teachers have talked about and lamented the logistical
challenges of maintaining motivation among students in the current
calendar. Is the current spring break scheduling doing anything to
solve that problem?
Students need a break to catch up, both in classes and to
rejuvenate our minds. Many of us are either fresh from high school,
still struggling with the challenges of the real world, or veterans of
the working life returning to the challenges of education.
It simply makes sense that we should have a break near the
middle of a long task rather than in the final quarter. It could also
improve attendance and attrition rates if students were given a break
at week seven instead of week twelve. A break at week seven might
also help more students manage the seven-week courses.
The strongest argument against moving the spring break week is
that it currently coincides with the breaks of the local school systems,
including TCAPS. There are many NMC students who are parents;
moving our break would force them to find additional day care for
that week - which itself could alter a parent’s decision to attend
classes during spring semester.
There is another, less tangible, but no less important reason for
the status quo: the ties that bind community. Having all schools on
break at once allows friends and families to travel together and to
spend time with each other in the community, outside of school. The
experience instills a common consciousness in the people who live
here; this is healthy for parts of the community that have nothing to
do with the school system.
It should not be argued that moving the week of spring break
would affect only those NMC students who have children in local
school systems; it would subtly change the fabric of the community
as well.
However for those who do double time in their college education
while continuing to work in a part or even full-time job, as the
season changes and warms up, so does the amount of local business.
For local workers, the spring season and “break” only means longer,
harder hours that continue into the full summer season of this
tourist town we live in.
The ultimate determinant, however, must be what is best for the
learning of NMC students. The long, unbroken stretch from midJanuary to the end of March results in poor class attendance, mental
fatigue and genuine frustration.
JACOB BAILEY

Managing Editor

Editorial Cartoons

WRITE US A LETTER
OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts let
ters to the editor from members of the col
lege and community. Letters should be less
than 400 words, typewritten, and signed
with your name, address and phone number.
Letters may be edited for clarity, grammar,
spelling and length. Opinions expressed are
not necessarily those of The White Pine
Press staff or any college employee.

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com
BY FAX: (231)995-2110

*
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What’s good for business is
good for America.. .right?
■

BEN ANDERSON

Press Staff Writer

I hope you’ve heard about the recent
U.S. Supreme Court ruling that allows
corporations to contribute unlimited
amounts of money to election ads. Brace
yourself for some bizarre, well funded at
tempts to grab your vote or sentiment begin
ning with the 2010 elections. On Jan. 21st,
the Supreme Court ruled 5-4 to allow this,
citing First Amendment free speech rights.
This ruling extends the constitutional
right in the way of unlimited contributions
to create ads that support or attack indi
vidual candidates and vastly broadens the
power of corporations to influence pub
lic opinion. Multi-billion dollar, multina
tional corporations can attempt to upend
any campaign if the candidate doesn’t sub
mit and agree to align their future votes
and actions with what corporate interests
want. Show me the essential difference be
tween this and bribery.
The decision overturned the case (Citi
zens United v. Federal Election Com
mission) where a conservative nonprofit
organization called Citizens United was
barred in 2008, from broadcasting a docu
mentary called Hillary: The Movie, which
attacked Hillary Clinton’s candidacy. Cor
porations, unions and nonprofit groups
were formerly barred from airing ads under what is known
as the 2002 Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, also known
as the McCain-Feingold Act. Under this act, corporations
were banned from broadcast, cable or satellite transmis
sion of electioneering communications in the thirty days
before a presidential primary and in the sixty days before
general elections. These wise limits were put in place so
that voters could more ably make their voting decision
with a clearer mind unpolluted by the narrow, profit-based
views of corporations.
President Obama called this “a major victory for big
oil, Wall Street banks, health insurance companies and the
other powerful interests that marshal their power everyday
in Washington to drown out the voices of everyday Amer
icans.” Obama doesn’t shy away from warning us about
this. Such vocal criticism directed at the Supreme Court
by a sitting president is rare.
Like most Americans, 1 believe in the right to free
speech to an extreme. But what if a multibillion dollar
corporation or even more frightening - a multibillion dol
lar and multinational corporation contributes scores of
millions of dollars for attack ads on prime time TV to de
stroy one candidate and prop up another as they please? Is
this what the First Amendment is really about?
Sure, we can watch ads and decide for ourselves if we
are to be persuaded one way or another. We do this all the
time. But could this further blur the distinction between
voter and consumer? There are millions of underinformed
citizens who will submit thoughtlessly to any manufac

terests, by the greediest humans on earth? I
believe that the nature of the right to free
speech is transformed if huge amounts of
corporate money and influence are directly
applied to who gets elected and who doesn’t.
The right to free speech is most vital
and true in the hands of the underdog, the
average American, the less than rich and the
disadvantaged in society.
The average American is becoming an
underdog and this ruling will not help us. We
value our innate right as individuals to say
whatever we feel, as long as by doing so no
one is put in imminent danger. But speech
- words, campaign ads and their myriad ex
tensions into the media and public opinion
- can become weapons in the hands of those
only concerned with profit.
The corporations of the world already
have our attention with plenty of their logos
and advertisements. Any hour of the day, al
most anywhere you are in America, you’re
being peppered with advertisements. Artifi
cial needs and wants are manufactured for
us constantly. Corporations are free to ad
vertise all they want, to cloud our mental
environment and to persuade us to buy their
products. Status symbols, logos and bill
boards are created by corporate regimes and
Illustration Courtesy/MCT CAMPUS
propped up higher than any monument, vir
tue or work of art.
Corporations and the excessively contured illusion or obvious half-truth that comes to them
sumerist mono-culture they promulgate already effect public
through a TV screen. Mass proliferation of corporateopinion and even influence our perceptions of ourselves, our
funded words and images in the political sphere can easily
value
of ourselves and,to a degree, our very identities. They al
become weapons of subtle deceit and can produce warped
ready
influence nearly every aspect of our modern lives. But
value judgments in masses of dissatisfied citizens. Once a
now
these
same conglomerates will be given the power to dipopular assumption or a fear-based deceit is believed and
recdy
influence
public opinion and possibly the very electoral
established as truth by a significant part of the collective
process;
the
anatomy
of who represents the people and who
psyche (voters), there is no limit to how much further down
does
not.
This
is
already
a time of permanent campaign. Now
the wrong track a nation can go. Think of the Bush ad
a
candidate
may
require
a brand name endorsement to win an
ministration’s insistence on weapons of mass destruction in
election,
now
under
the
name
of free speech.
Iraq. Or have you ever wondered how Hitler and his Third
Americans
need
to
be
vigilant
in the coming 2010 elec
Reich became so rock-star popular and flush with cash?
tions
and
into
the
distant
future.
There
is separation of
What if a foreign-based corporation with little to
Church
and
State
in
this
country.
Will
State
and corporate
no interest in our public welfare is allowed to contrib
interests
need
to
be
forcibly
separated
in
the
future?
Maybe.
ute enormous amounts of money to campaign ads and
Could
our
government
representatives
become
the
attacks. “Hmm, I love this free speech!” they’ll say in their
puppets of corporate interests by this ruling? Could our
boardrooms. “How can we deceive, everyday, Ameri
representatives and the heads of corporations become
cans with their own values? How can we make even more
blended, interlocked lawmaking entities that redefine how
money? How can we create a new type of slavery where
we
live based upon their profits instead of our lives and
everyone except us is in debt forever?”
rights?
Maybe.
Perhaps I’m indulging in my own fear-mongering here,
Whether
you’re a Democrat, a Republican or an inde
but there should be a degree of control as to how much
pendent
shouldn
’t matter much here. What will happen
corporate interests can influence democracy. A corpora
to
our
democracy
if it is allowed to be put on sale in the
tion now has the ability to tell a candidate, “Agree with us
name
of
free
speech?
This isn’t much different than bribery
and do what we say or we’ll spend these millions to bury
covered
with
a
thin,
illusory
mask through which corpo
your campaign instead of using the money to run ads in
rate
greed
will
mutter
and
make
sleazy demands. We must
your favor.”
be
alert
so
that
our
voice
in
elected
representation - our
The right to free speech is just that, but where can free
own
freedom
of
speech
and
dignity
- aren’t denied us.
speech lead us if it becomes a tool, and even an econom
ic weapon wielded by foreign or domestic corporate in
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My spring break will mean moving

I

KELLY DOBEK

Press Staff Writer

First time home buying. It’s fast, it’s
stressful, it’s a lot of fun!
As I peer across my apartment of the
past two years, I see a place filled with
boxes and giant Rubber Maid tubs. This is
because for the first time in our lives, my
fiance and I have purchased our very own
home.
I want to share the guidelines I’ve
followed through this process.
It is really important to get a realtor.
They help with everything. Since this was
our first home, I asked my parents for
advice on choosing a realtor. Once you
have one, the step is to get pre-approved
for a loan and decide on your price range.
This is essential because you need to
know how much you can spend. I want
to caution other first-time home buyers:
even though you may be pre-approved for
a $200,000 loan, unless you have a small
fortune, it is not the best choice to go that
high, because it leads to foreclosure when
you can’t pay your mortgage.
Our realtor sent us tons of listings

Mortgage percentages are still
to look at; once we
very low right now, so the
chose the ones to look
cards are in your favor. A key
at more closely, we went
essential for us was to find
on a showing. Pictures
someone who was going to go
online lie, by the way!
through things step by step.
Many places were a lot
We also need to pick
different than what the
our home inspector. This
pictures showed. Once
person looks over the house
we narrowed it down to
to make sure there is nothing
the house we wanted, we
significantly wrong. This
submitted an offer.
is a step that cannot be
It’s good to never
missed! It’s good to be there
offer the full amount—
at the inspection. They will
but you don’t want to
go through everything that
insult the seller either.
they look for. The list will
Submit an offer that is
be long and daunting. Don’t
within 10 percent of the
let this scare you, it’s like a
listed price. In our case,
the seller gave a counter
little checklist of things you
can do after you move in.
offer. Since our counter
The inspector will point out
was less then we thought
Illustration Courtesy/MCT CAMPUS anything that is significantly
they would, we agreed.
wrong with your new house.
Many times, the buyer will again counter
From the home inspection it is smooth
with another amount. It’s like a ping-pong
sailing. There may be minor details to add
tournament!
to your mortgage but other than that, all
After the seller accepted our offer,
you need to do is gather boxes.
we went to meet with a lender. You may
This is the stage that I have entered.
want to shop around to get the best deal.

50UnD BYTES
"I had gotten physically tired, mentally tired and even
tired of praying. But now, it's like you got a new life,
you know?" CHARNITA MONDAY, who is renting a new house in
Hamtramck, Mich., built to remedy housing discrimination. NYTimes.com,
3/11/10.
"Nasty, sick...What was I thinking? Wow." ANNA AYALA,
the woman who planted a finger in a bowl of Wendy's chili in an attempt
to scam the restaurant, after her release from a four-year prison sentence.
MercuryNews.com, 3/10/10.

"I like to think of my work as a Repair Manifesto," said
JAN V0RMANN, a Berlin installation artist, on his project: repairing crum
bling monuments with Lego blocks. Telegraph.co.uk, 3/11/10.

"If they had the votes, then it would be law. We're going
to do everything we can to make it difficult for them,
if not impossible to pass the bill." House Republican JOHN
BOEHNER on the impending health care vote. Reuters.com,.3/14/10.
"I'm like a little kid waiting for Christmas," says MARIO
LOPEZ on becoming a new father. People.com, 3/15/10.
"For such a small man, he made a huge impact around
the world." CRAIG GLENDAY, editor-in-chief of Guinness World
Records, on the death of He Pingping, the shortest man alive. Foxnews.
com, 3/15/10.

"I'd rather look like a basset hound than do that to my
face!" DREW BARRYMORE'S feelings about cosmetic surgery. MSN.com,
3/15/10.
"We must plug the gaps and eliminate the inefficiencies
that allowed this crisis to happen in the first place," said
SEN. CHRIS DODD (D) in a news conference on the financial reform bill he
is introducing to Congress. CNN.com, 3/15/10.

Our closing date is in less than two weeks.
So while other students are in Florida or
Mexico getting a tan, I plan on unpacking
and painting my very own home!

Kelly's
Home-Buying

Check List
1. Get a realtor.
2. Get preapproved for a
loan.
3. Decide on a comfortable
price range.
4. Shopping for the place.
5. Submitting an offer/
countering.
6. Get a lender and a
mortgage.
7. Home inspection.
8. Closing date.
9. Moving.
10. Enjoy your home!

Break up the boredom

I

JEANETTE HAGBERG

Press Staff Writer

Though it is still more than a week away, stu
dents in Traverse City seem to be prepared for
spring break. Mar. 29 marks the official start to our
week off, but many of us are already ducking out
of classes early to go on vacation. Some will work,
some will go to crazy parties, some might even '
spend the week studying, and some will travel to a
distant location to get away from their lives.
Now, don’t get me wrong, I’m all about going to
new places. I love to travel; however, money’s been a
little tight lately, so I think that I’ll be spending my
week off hanging out in Traverse City. It’s likely that
many of you will be doing the same thing.
I’m not suggesting that we just mope around
the house, play video games and watch DVDs for
seven days straight; my goal for break is not only
to reenergize myself for the rest of the semester,
but also to explore my surroundings. How many of
us have lived in Northern Michigan our entire lives
and not actually done much in the area? I need to
branch out from my usual activities.
Seeing as the weather has been pretty decent
lately, I might head over to Meijer, buy a kite and
then head down to the open space. The break
should be pretty warm, which lengthens the list of
possibilities. Who knows, in two weeks it might
even be camping weather.
I think I might use a couple days of this week (or
maybe just one) to have a Star Wars marathon. Now,
I know I frowned upon staying inside and watching
DVDs, but if those DVDs are a long sequence of
movies that you would otherwise not have a chance
to watch in consecutive order. I think it’s acceptable.

I could spend the week learning some super
cool new parlor tricks. By the time school resumes,
I could have learned how to say all the names of
the states in reverse alphabetical order, or memo
rized pi to the 500th decimal. I might even learn
how to saw somebody in half.
All sarcasm aside, I think that learning something
new (not in an academic way, but in a skillz type way)
would be a great way to spend my time off. Maybe I
could find someone to teach me to knit or crochet. I
could spend my seven days being productive.
The whole point of this random list of activities
is to encourage those of you who aren’t planning
on doing anything with your week off to find
some way to have fun. I think that spring break
shouldn’t just be a week of “totally awesome” par
ties or blowing off anything and everything to do
with learning. I think that any time that you get
off from the monotony of a routine should be used
at least somewhat productively.
I’m not trying to tell you that you have to do
something exciting and different this week; if you
think that playing Final Fantasy XIII for three days
straight is the best idea ever, go right ahead. If you
think that spending the week with the same people
you see everyday sounds like a blast, rock it out.
However, those of you who are bored with
everything going on so far this semester should
take the week to visit an old friend or maybe a
relative. Your grandmother would be stoked if you
spent the day baking cookies with her.
Try new things; hang out with different people;
break up the tedium that is spring semester! Spring
break should be about taking a break from every
thing in your life, not just your schooling.
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Try going outside for spring break

■

PETER EBY

Press Staff Writer

Spring has arrived in northern
Michigan. The air has warmed,
snow has almost entirely disap
peared, and new bits of green life
peek out of the dead ground. For
me, springtime is the culmina
tion of Michigan’s natural beauty.
Already I am planning trips to
parks, look-outs, and beaches. I
honestly cannot wait any longer
for the glorious return of warm
weather and outside activities.
Of course, with every season
of spring comes a celebratory re
lease from all forms of school.
While many people choose to flee
Michigan for their week of free
dom, I always seem to end up
staying home. As much as I want
to see the world, I, like many
other college students, lack the
funding. That doesn’t mean that
people like me can’t have fun. It
just takes an open mind and a little motivation.
StiH, many of my friends will be either out of town or
back at their respective schools (several Michigan colleges
have different weeks chosen for their break), so I won’t be
able to party the entire time like some sort of bro.
Instead, I’ll be setting my sights on nature. I’m not a
winter kind of person. I spent almost all of the past few
months indoors, dawdling on computers and enjoying the

company of friends. So, since I’ve missed out on all the
outdoor action since November, I think I’ll try and make
up for it all during spring and summer.
I almost don’t want to divulge the places I’ll be visiting,
for fear of partiers and litterbugs defiling the land. Maybe
I have a sort of deep-seated mistrust for the average college
“spring breaker.” But stepping away from my psychological
issues, the place I most want to escape to is Pyramid Point.

Pyramid Point Trail is the sort of
place I visualize when thinking of
spring and summer resplendent. The
trail is a beautiful forest path that leads
to a magnificent view overlooking Lake
Michigan. Beside the overlook, there is
a massive group of sand dunes. These
aren’t quite the size of the Sleeping
Bear Dunes, but they are still signifi
cant in size compared to your average
six-foot-tall man.
One of the other places I want to
return to is the Buffalo Path. I guess
that’s my cheesy name for it. It’s simply
a path that leads to the small herd of
buffalo (fenced in, of course) out be
hind the Horizon Outlet Mall. When
ever I approach that fence and watch
these behemoth land-mammals, I am
constantly reminded of the power of
nature and the massive variety of life
on Earth.
Of course, I do not recommend
ever climbing over the fences that hold
these creatures in. Buffalo are among
the most dangerous land animals in
both the United States and Canada. Still, I find them very
interesting animals for distant observation.
Spring, for me, is like a recharger. After a whole win
ter of worn-out laziness, spring comes by and returns me
to activity. Even while writing this article, I feel called to
go out and run around outside like a child. Soon enough,
spring break will be here and I will be enjoying my nearnaive love of nature once again.

What are you doing with your spring break?
"Driving a'friend to
Ohio because he
has a broken leg."
LOGAN YANCEY,
20
General Ed

"Going to Ava
lanche Bay to
ride the surfing
simulator-and die." "Going home to visit family
in Massachusetts and also
going
to the Big Apple!"
HAILEY MCGUIRE,

17
Criminal Justice
SAM RAYCROFT,
19
Art

SAM
OKERSTROMLANG,
18
Visual Communication

"I'm going to Detroit
to go shopping!"

ERICA HAMILTON,
19
Business

"Flying stunt
airplanes in L.A."
CHRIS MULDER,
19
Aviation

"Going to Haulbert
[in the] U.P. riding
quads."

"A remote getaway
to become one with
myself."

DANIELLE RITCHIE,
19
ROBERT
Nursing
CHAMBERS, 19
KAITLYN ELSENGA, General Ed
19
General Ed

*
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Well fellow nerds, spring break is almost upon us. And we don’t really want to go outside, because our allergies may
act up. A multitude of options are available to distract yourself during spring break—while staying indoors, of course.
Going outside is overrated! With a few good video games, books and your favorite movies, it is possible to leave the
house without actually leaving the house... if you know what we mean.

Video games!
If there is one thing that is both entertaining and time consuming, it’s video games. Here are a few games and related
activities to help you through the pleasant weather.
Pull out an old system. Go ahead; dust off that old GameCube, Xbox, or PS2. Heck even a Dreamcast or N64 will
do. It’ll will give you a nice feeling of nostalgia, and you’ll remember a time when games didn’t necessarily take them
selves seriously, with games like Jet Grind Radio, Crazy Taxi or Dynamite Cop on the Dreamcast, or Super Mario 64,
Mario Kart or Pokemon Stadium on the N64. Playing these games will make you remember the good ole’ days.
Play a Final Fantasy. Face it, these games will take up a lot of time, but they will also give you a good story to go
along with it. The battle system and save points may seem ancient, but it can be worth it to find out what happens next.
If you’re going to replay one of these classics of gaming, I recom mend FFVII if you can get your hands on it, or pick up
a used copy of FFVIII.
Scott Pell, Press StaffWriter

Read a book!
We the Living by Ayn Rand. This moving novel follows Ki ra Argounova, an indomitable 18-year-old growing up under Com
munist Cell Russia in the 1920s. Kira falls in and out of love with the Proletariat Andrei, and the counter-revolutionary Leo. As
her heart is turned by conflicting ideals, her staunch resistance to Collectivism makes for a fast-paced read, set during an exciting
time. An excellent read for those looking to avoid “fluff” books, but also looking for a little romance, intrigue and suspense.
The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society by Mary Ann Shaffer and Annie Barrows. This lighthearted book is
the perfect novel to read inside, cuddled in the sunlit windows. Upbeat, despite the dramatic setting of Nazi occupation,
a band of stubborn, tough spirited gals and guys band together to create a book club of sorts. The book club forms from
necessity, and the members are a rag tag crew whose hopes and dreams, romances and heartbreaks, triumphs and fail
ures suck the reader into this poignant and fun novel.
Norma Jean MacNaughton, Press StaffWriter

D&D!
Dungeons and Dragons is the most fun to be had. Friends, dice, junk food, and sleep deprivation combine to a
grand old time. There are many local stores where you can pick up a preformed campaign if you’re short on time or
playing with a group of newbies.
The Red Hand of Doom is a classic D&D campaign that is great for introducing new players into the world of
D&D. It starts players off with moderately powerful characters so you won’t get bored or complain about how you char
acter can’t do anything. While this campaign will last longer than the week allotted for spring break, if you truly intend
to work on your anti-tan, this will consume enough time for not only you, but all your pasty friends as well.
If you are well practiced in the arts of dungeon crawling or have played through all that the Wizards of the Coast
have offered over the decades, get together with your friends and combine your creative minds to create your own game
world. Your creative writing skills can be put to good use while you hammer out a storyline that others can engage in.
All you need to play is a pencil, some dice, simple math skills and the Player’s Hand Book to have a good time inside
on your break.
Jacob Bailey, Press Managing Editor
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spring break
The Internets!
I plan on staying inside and watching videos on YouTube. And I mean all kinds of videos. From
clever to stupid, from the wins to the fail. All of them.
Let’s start with FailBlog. Nothing gets me in a better mood than watching some idiot fail to back flip.
Or better yet, watching a robber getting beat up by a little old lady (which in her case would be a win).
Another YouTube channel I would visit is Improv Everywhere. Their uncanny ability to appear out
of nowhere to perform a Food Court Musical or throw a Surprise Wedding Reception for a couple
walking out of the courthouse has put this group of people as the nicest pranksters ever.
And if I’m in need of news, the What the Buck show will keep me informed. Ranging from Ameri
can Idol to the Disney Channel to upcoming movies, Michael Buckley covers it all in his fast-talking
high pitched voice and leaves no ho out of his smack talking. I love the way he just “wipes it out when
ever he can.” Always good for a laugh, Buckley keeps me updated on everything; even shows I don’t
watch (wished my YV had the channel Glee is on).
After Imao at all the videos, I plan to do some work improving my brushstrokes. I’m talking about
my makeup—and one of my absolute favorite makeup artists on YouTube is Michelle Phan. Her make
up tutorials are so easy to follow that even amateurs like me can recreate some of her looks.
M.addy Mesa, Press StaffWriter

Anime!
Getting into an anime or manga series is a great way to spend your free time. There are literally
thousands of series to choose from. Find that anime friend of yours and get a few recommendations
from them. Or take mine:
Gundam Wing. A classic series of anime that reminds me of my youth, coming home after school to
plop down in front of the TV.
Last Exile-. An interesting series that takes place in a steampunk themed universe.
Cowboy Bebop-. An amazing anime series that is a joy to watch. An engaging story and slick charac
ters make this a must-see.
Samurai Shamploo: Another slick series that combines samurai and hip-hop. Cool characters, beauti
ful aftwork, and hyper-violent, this would be one to get involved with.
Scott Pell, Press Staff Writer

Do a craft project!
On the more domestic end of the nerdiness scale, you can always take the break as an opportunity to knock
a couple of those little crafty projects off your to-do list. I for one have very fond memories of spending days at
my grandmother’s house, painting watercolor postcards and making Christmas ornaments out of tin cans.
My favorite source for crafting ideas is Craftster.org, a site whose motto is “no tea cozies without
irony.” That should give you an idea of the alternative edge crafting has recently taken on—it’s not all
grandmothers, people. Projects featured on Craftster run the gamut from simple (reconstructing your
dad’s giant t-shirt into a cute summer dress) to artful (murals and sculptural jewelry) to just plain awe
some (skinny jeans with jellyfish painted on in bleach, or an TV cabinet that looks like the police box
from Dr. Who).
Users often post tutorials to help you follow in their creative footsteps. I’m planning on using one
such tutorial to turn a bunch of too-small t-shirts into a quilt of sorts by cutting them apart and sewing
them back together on a fabric backing. Also, I have papered one of my bedroom walls in Sunday com
ics pages.
Go forth and craft! Maybe I’ll see your awesome project featured next...
Nora Stone, Press Editor-in-Chief
So there you go. The dungeon dweller’s guide to spring break, according to your faithful nerds dedi
cated journalists at the White Pine Press. Things to do to make you go somewhere...without going
somewhere.
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EASTERN ENLIGHTEN
MENT NMC students from
Misty Sheehan and Corey
Sanderson's Eastern Reglions classes explored
Chicago for a weekend,
viewing Buddhist temples
and Hindu mandirs. Partici
pants had the opportunity
to visit the sacred spaces
and listen to religious lead
ers directly. A trip to the
Chicago Art Institute of
fered the opportunity to
view Eastern art as well. A
Thai dinner and a jaunt to
Chinatown rounded out the
cultural experience.

Photo Courtesy of COREY SANDERSON

Classifieds

/vnat

Wanted: a college student to paint a
mural on a teenager’s bedroom wall.
Pay to be negotiated. Please contact
(231) 228-2352 or (231) 883-3507.

am

stay in school?

tell

medical care? can I
should i keep my baby?

what about adoption?

Use NMC's new
recycle bins located
throughout campus.
■

going to do? what should i

him? how do I get

Read and
Recycle!

: •

I

■ ■

We care

For free, confidential
answers to your questions
about being pregnant, call
Child and Family Services at

800.538.9984

Child & Family Services
of Northwestern Michigan
Strengthening the Fabric of the Family Since 1937
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Book Review

Has common courtesy been lost?
My grandmother always looked after everyone
who crossed her path without fear that someone
would think she was bad or weird. I, on the other
hand, was letting my daughter play at the tree in
the mall when a toddler girl escaped. I redirected
the independent child as she kept chanting, “I have
to go potty. I have to go potty.” While I knew I
was just being a mom (or a responsible citizen) and

HERE AND
THERE
■ AMANDA CAMPBELL

II Press Staff Columnist

doing the right thing, I felt a little nervous that the
child’s caretaker would think I had crossed a line.
This experience caused me to reflect on the ways
we don’t trust one another and feel uneasy when
put into the position of caring for one another,
or when a stranger is forced to look after us. My
grandparents lived in a different time.
I have taken my daughter into many places
where I felt unwelcome. I have had a hard time
maneuvering through small spaces when we had a
stroller—and I have been in places where I felt like
I could cry and melt because people were very wel
coming and the environment was super parent- and
child-friendly.
We could extend these ideas out into our commu
nity. If our friend owns a business we can help pro
mote it (go to Serenity Tea Bar, please!). If someone
you know just had a baby, go drop off lasagna for the
family—and don’t intrude any further unless asked.
If we are at the grocery store and see someone strug
gling to get something within our reach, we can get it
for them. We can be there for one another in endless
small ways. Yet we seem to look at these opportunities
and shrug, thinking, “It’s not my problem.”
It’s no wonder that
things are this way.
We walk
around

w

A cry for help

campus and down the street, not looking at one an
other. We don’t trust each other, and I think, in part,
this is because we don’t open up and risk trusting. I
am not going into blame here; I am just as enmeshed
in the distrust energy. I am writing this to make my
self more aware, make you more aware and hopefully
change this dynamic just a little bit in my life, in this
town, maybe even in our world.
Speaking of “world,” we might learn new ways
from other cultures (recendy I read about Copen
hagen, London and Spain). There, children are wel
come in many more places or are even left outside
of shops, buggies lined up on the street. There is
a different sense of responsibility. There is a trust
in one another that our culture doesn’t seem to
have. People would be hollering “child endanger
ment” here if my mom-friends and I left our ba
bies in strollers outside of the coffee shop! It is that
way because we don’t have a desire to look after one
another. It actually seems, at times like we would
rather judge than assist.
I want to experience that same teamwork with
many other community members. Indeed, I have
seen this very thing in even a large conference set
ting occasionally (Bioneers). I truly am able to relax
in that place because I know that I am with people
who are conscious and welcoming and “familyfriendly.” There is great relief in these places. Peo
ple look after one another, are kinder, more aware,
and far more willing to lend a hand in these places
(whether you have a child with you or not).
So clearly there are people and places within
our culture where courtesy and thoughtfulness are
found. I don’t mean to sound so bleak, I just feel
that for the most part we’ve lost something between
my grandparents’ generation and the present. The
sense of neighborliness and respect that was once
known in our towns and cities has greatly dimin
ished. My desire is to grow more aware of the ways
I might refurbish these ideals. It is my hope that
this article may have inspired you to do the same.
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One woman's year of "terror" in Traverse City

I

JACKI ERICKSON

Press Staff Writer

For George Golubovskis, whose mother is recovering from a
stroke and a broken neck, his book, Traverse Travesty, is a lifeline to
the public eye. Traverse Travesty is written and published by Lilija
Golubovskis with the assistance of her son George Golubovskis and
details the harrowing events of a year that ripped Lilija from peaceful
retirement and, after suffering a stroke and broken neck, found her
at years end, wheelchair bound and fighting for conservatorship of
her own estate.
“The title is a double entendre,” George explains. “It is a Traverse
Travesty and she did traverse travesty throughout her life, whether it
be as a refugee from WWII or as an immigrant in Canada or work
ing up as a business person. Here she’s escaped from both Soviet and
Nazi terror and now there is still this terror when it comes to other
people trying to decide for her what to do.”
At 83, Lilija relies on her son George for assistance with her af
fairs and also for companionship. Although Lilija wrote the book,
George typed it and navigated the world of self-publishing to expose
her story.
When Lilija and George Golubovskis first decided to pen a book
about Lilija’s terrifying year in several Traverse City senior facili
ties, they didn’t expect much. However, only weeks after publish
ing Traverse Travesty, on Kindle, it has climbed to several Amazon,
com Bestseller Lists and, essentially, taken over George Golubovskis’
life. While George has been busy passing out flyers about his moth
er’s case, attending court with Lilija and attempting to get Attorney
General Mike Cox to take notice, Traverse Travesty has moved from
the shadows into the light.
Lilija begins Traverse Travesty with details from her past. She de
scribes fleeing, as a young girl, across Eastern Europe to escape Soviet
terror. The years of Lilija’s younger adult life involve adjusting as an
immigrant in Canada and then the United States, marrying another
displaced person, raising a family and becoming a business owner.
According to George, Lilija has several reasons for writing Tra
verse Travesty: “It’s her story and it’s therapeutic for anyone of her
age to get something down in writing,, it’s especially true where she
nearly died three times last year.” George hopes for Traverse Traves
ty to provide Lilija with an account of her
life, but also to spread the word about
problems that they dealt with in the
healthcare and judicial
systems.
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Happy Birthday Photoshop!

Flirting with disaster

Imaging standard not a teenager anymore

Spring is slowly starting, raising morale all across the country and bringing us
Northern Michiganders out of hibernation. The sun is waltzing back into the sky
to begin the thaw, and you can see people slowly starting to smile again. Some are
in healthy relationships with someone we truly enjoy being with, while others may
be searching for new love as the world starts to look a little brighter. But one thing
is for certain no matter what season: people are having sex.
They’re also thinking
about it on a daily basis.
A recent study by the
Kinsey Institute found
that a staggering 70
percent of men and
ALEXANDER BRAND
34 percent of women
Press News Editor
think about sex on a
daily basis. The same
study also found that the
average American adult has intercourse 56.9 times a year! So let’s be honest,
people. America is sexually active.
College students are infamous for being orgy-loving mongrels, humping
anything that walks. Thankfully, this is not always the case, but college kids do
tend to like to get it on, especially during the Holy Grail of holidays: spring
break. As everyone grinds out these last few grueling weeks before break, they
look towards their vacations with much anticipation. As college students take
off via plane, train and automobile, you can be certain of one more fact: there
will be sex during spring break.
Now, you can go off on vacation and get wasted, crawl into a stranger’s
bed and black out, or you can take a safe, healthy route to letting off some
steam this spring break. If you’re heading to somewhere warm and plan on
drinking, remember to hydrate properly. Drink a lot of water, apply sunscreen
generously, and try not to pass out on the beach unless you enjoy looking like
a lobster and dying from human contact.
Here’s a tip for every person in the world: don’t drink in the hot tub!
Alcohol dilates blood vessels and lowers blood pressure. Mix in an extremely
hot temperature and you may die. So don’t believe all the glamorous videos on
MTV; they are a poor representation of the real world.
If you plan on having sex during break, stock up on supplies before you
head off to your destination—no excuses! You may not be able to find the
contraceptives you need in another country, or they may not be legitimate
or dependable. So buy whatever you need—you know, condoms, lubricants,
tasty body lotions—before you leave.
Could it be embarrassing going through luggage check with a bunch of condoms
in your bag? Oh, sure it could. Is it worse then becoming pregnant or getting an
STD because you can’t find condoms in Mexico? Hell no. Ifyou’re not going to plan
ahead and be responsible, then just stay home and lay in a tanning bed for a week.
You’ll get just as tan, and save hundreds of dollars on flights and beer.
And that, my friends, is the true issue on the table today: responsibility.
The average American adult is having sex at least once a week, but being
responsible about it. If you keep your head straight, plan ahead, set
boundaries, and stick to your plan, spring break will be a wonderful
experience full of memories made with your closest friends.
Sex is often seen as taboo in our culture, a strange mystical action full of
questions, an unknown universe yet to be explored. But this is not the case.
Sex is all around us. If you act responsibly and make decisions according to
your morals, beliefs and boundaries, you have nothing to fear from sex. So,
this spring break, get jiggy if you feel like it. Have fun, be safe, and come
home with nothing new but memories.

Fifteen versions have been made and twen
ty years have passed by since Adobe released its
debut version of Photoshop. Thomas Knoll, a
Ph.D student at the University of Michigan,
began coding a program on his Macintosh

TECHNO
BABBLE
TOMAUCH

I

Press Staff Columnist

Plus to display grayscale images. Originally
called “Display,” it caught the eye of his broth
er, John, who worked for Industrial Light &
Magic, a special effects company. Together,
they bundled this image-editing program, free
with the purchase of a “Barneyscan” scanner,
until Adobe purchased the licensing rights in
1990.
Today, like Google, Photoshop is one of the
few applications that has become its own verb.
Twelve years ago, I was given the opportu
nity to teach a class called “Internet Basics,”
which taught Microsoft FrontPage, now long
obsolete. I was lucky enough to get pushed
into computer graphics which instead taught
Photoshop. What a lucky break. Aside from
the Microsoft Office franchise, few appli
cations have enjoyed the sustainability that
Photoshop has - it is the standard for image
editing and is used by more than 90 percent of
the industryprofessionals. And with
the explosion of digital cameras, the
consumer version of the program
(Elements, $79 retail) is being
used by more and more nov
ices as well.
If you want to com
bine pictures, create
panoramas, reduce
a photo size for
email or clone
out a rip or
tear, this pro
gram is a
must.
Busi
ness

cards, brochures — even web pages - are often
designed here before they’re migrated to a
more sophisticated program for production.
Recently, while visiting our nations capi
tal, I picked up a local DC newspaper. As I
glanced at the help wanted section, I saw two
columns of graphic artists wanted; almost all
asked for proficiency in Adobe Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop.
Photoshop can be tasted in many different
flavors. Currently at NMC, we teach in Ver
sion CS3 (Creative Suite 3). CS4 has been
out for only one-and-a-half years, but it’s said
that by May 2010, we will already have CS5
in the stores.
Brand new, a standalone version will run
you roughly $600, but few pay that. If you’re
a student in any capacity (Extended Ed includ
ed), you can purchase an educational version
for half the price at NMC’s bookstore.
Adobe.com also has an incredible offer. If
you search on Adobe’s home page for “stu
dents,” it will take you to page of links with
deeply discounted versions of all its software,
including a fully functioning version of Pho
toshop for $199. Journeyed.com and academicsuperstore.com both have fantastic deals on
software for students and teachers.
As with anything else, with Photoshop
comes both the good, and the bad. Photoshop
has been the main tool used in countless coun
terfeiting capers and cyber crimes that have
dated back decades. Many a journalist has
been blackballed from the industry for doc
toring photographs. What is done everyday in
graphic illustration design is just not tolerated
in photojournalism.
For example, The Los Angeles Times fired
photographer Brian Walski after he was busted
photo-shopping children into an Operation
Iraqi Freedom war scene. He would have got
ten away with it too, if it hadn’t been noticed
that he had included three copies of the same
kid dotting the landscape.
Another notable Photoshop scandal in
volved the pasting of Oprah Winfrey’s head
on top of Ann Margaret’s body for TV Guide
— what were they thinking?
Time magazine’s sinister photo of OJ Simp
son was another journalistic no-no, and most
recently, Ralph Lauren was chastised in the
press and had to make a public apology for
making famous fashion model Filippa Ham
ilton’s waist freakishly smaller than her head.
Without a doubt though, Photoshop is
magic, pure and simple. With its continued
ease of use and with free video tutorials
all over the Internet, it appears certain
that Photoshop will yet celebrate many
birthdays to come into old age — digi
tally retouched, of course.

DON'T DO IT
IN THE DARK

■

CHEAPBOOKS.COM
textbooks: bought and sold, new and used, online buybacks

cheapbooks.com
or call

/

(260) 399-6111

espanol

urdu/hindi/punjabi

(212) 380-1763

(713) 429-4981

see site for other support lines
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Don't forget to see
Remember Me

■
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Spring Break Movie
Round Up

KENDALL KAYE SPRATT

Press A&E Editor

Okay, okay... I know what you’re thinking.
“Really! You went to see the new Robert
Pattinson flick?” Almost exactly the same
thought went through my mind as I paid fo'r my
ticket and took my seat in the cushiony theater
chair. As the lights dimmed I held my breath...
The movie opens in a subway with the
senseless murder of a woman while her elevenyear-old daughter, Ally, watches, horrified.
Ten years later, we are introduced to Tyler
Hawkins (Pattinson). He is sitting on a fire
escape, looking very James Dean with a cigarette
between his lips, a beer bottle in hand and sullen
look under messy locks of thick hair.
Tyler s family has been ripped
apart by his older brothers
suicide. They have tried
to piece their lives back
together in the years
following, but have not been
altogether successful. Tyler
is just wandering through
life and the only person really
anchoring him to the world is his
little sister, Caroline.
Tyler and Caroline’s
relationship with their father
(played by Pierce Brosnan) is practically non
existent. Caroline is hurt by her fathers slights;
this, and many other reasons, make Tyler
angry—no—livid.
Meanwhile, ever since she witnessed her
mother’s murder Ally (Emilie de Ravin) has been
trying to live life to the fullest despite her dad’s
overprotection. Now that she is twenty-one, Ally

and her dad (Chris Cooper) have become
distant. He isn’t prepared for—and doesn’t even
seem to see—his daughter’s adulthood.
When Tyler’s roommate Aidan (Tate
Ellington) discovers that the officer who arrested
him and Tyler has a daughter (Ally), he suggests
that Tyler seduce her. Tyler and Ally have a
“chance” meeting, and things progress from there.
As their bond deepens Ally and Tyler’s
relationship with their fathers grows much
worse. Outbreaks ensue and the old saying,
“things have to get worse before they can get
better,” definitely rings true.
Here’s the kicker: Robert Pattinson can—
wait for it—act! Gasp. He’s not just the
pretty face of a moody, sparkly vampire.
The depth and emotion he brought
to his character was stunning. Not
only can he do the whole sullen,
dangerous boy routine but he
can be funny! I was surprisingly
impressed by how great Pattinson
was and how much I loved his
character. I’m excited to see what’s next
for him (excluding the Twilight saga).
Emilie de Ravin of Lost brought
insight and fire to the character of Ally.
Ravin is beautiful, funny and talented and will
hopefully go far.
Brosnan and Cooper bring a lot of depth to
their respective roles as Tyler and Ally’s fathers.
But despite the big names in the cast,
the real star of the movie was Ruby Jerins,
who plays Tyler’s litte sister Caroline. I felt
for her and rooted for her all through the
movie. She played the part with so
much conviction. Her acting didn’t
feel like acting. And isn’t that what
makes a great actor? Someone who
can make their audiences forget that
they are watching fake people in fake
circumstances. I hope to see Jerins in
the future. Hollywood needs more
actresses like her.
The cast was very well put together.
They had a refreshing chemistry. They
weren’t thrown together but cleverly
chosen for their specific part. My
compliments go out to the casting
director. And even though this movie
was a drama and dealt with some
serious subject matter, it skillfully wove
humor throughout.
Even though I had my reservations
about Remember Me, I ended up loving
it. I guess I need to learn not to judge
a movie by its lead actor! Although
I wasn’t completely satisfied with
the ending I will still watch it again
because it had great acting, characters
that you can relate to, and heart.
Rated PG-13 for violence, sexual
content, language and smoking.

★★★ir

LIVE IN THE
MOMENTS

■

NORMA JEAN MACNAUGHTON

Press Staff Writer

For those of you who spend quality time at home without homework
over Spring Break instead of heading off somewhere warm, here is a list of
movies to see (or avoid) during our 56-degree break. A virtual “Have fun
in Florida suckers, we’ll be home enjoying our balanced routines of sleep
ing in, watching movies and still making bank since we haven’t taken time
off!” This list of new to DVD films will keep you in uproar, suspense, or
bore you to death. Choose wisely Spring Breakers!

The Elite:
The Princess and the Frog. Come on, admit
it, ever since a Bug’s Life you’ve had a secret
crush on all things Pixarish! This new Disney
collaboration will be no exception for fans of
brightly colored characters and sing-a-longs.
The movie follows the story of Tiana (Anika
Noni Rose) a Louisiana Bayou waitress, who
encounters the incorrigible Prince Naveen
(Bruno Campos) during his slightly ungainly
frog phase. This twist on The Frog Prince is
sure to spellbind with its animation, talented
music, and the addition of this new AfricanAmerican Disney Princess to the fold. This is
an awesome selection for those with children, or those looking for an up
beat afternoon when the sun is hiding.
Released Mar. 16 and is rated G.

The Middle of the Road:
Sherlock Holmes-. Yes, yes, the sun has just
come out of her slumber, and we are ready for
beachy movies, and tan celebrities to celebrate
the oncoming summer. But, the fog ridden
comedy/suspense/drama picture is sure to thrill
regardless of spring’s twitterpation. The indom
itable Sherlock Holmes (Robert Downey Jr.)
and his companion Watson (Jude Law) take on
seemingly dark arts, death defying situations,
and ugly brutish characters with wit and intel
ligent acting. A must see for Sir Conan Doyle
fans. You will not be disappointed.
Released Mar. 30 and is rated PG-13 for intense sequences ofviolence and
action, some startling images and a scene ofsuggestive material.

The "I'd rather spring clean

instead of watch this":
Old Dogs: Really? If I encounter one more
Robin Williams teaming up with other middle
aged men flick in my lifetime I may go to the
dark side and play videogames instead of watch
movies. In this unfunny comedy starring Wil
liams and pal John Travolta, the men play busi
ness types who end up caring for twins in the
best way they can; which is not the lovable way
that Mrs. Doubtfire did, but the slightly weird
and innuendo filled way that two former funny
guys can muster. Don’t waste your three dollars on this one, take a walk
downtown, soak up some Vitamin D and buy a smoothie instead.
Released (for those ofyou undeterred) Mar. 9 and is rated PGfor some mild
rude humor.
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Experiencing
Three men assemble in the living room. Its Friday,
around 7:00 p.m. The fridge is full. Seats are arranged for
maximum comfort. Strategies are discussed, roommates and
girlfriends are informed that we are not to Be disturbed.
Its game time. We have Final Fantasy XIII, and we are
determined to play through it, in its entirety, in one fell swoop.
We boot up the game and begin playing. We learn the
mechanics, watch cut-scenes, fight monsters, and scour
the game guide for any time saving tips. We have 53 hours
to play through a game estimated at 60 hours of playtime;
53 hours to play the game, eat, sleep, work, and make
runs for more caffeine. We’ve been challenged, and we’re
all about it.
We put in 26 hours over a day and a half, and we’ve
got plenty of material for this article. It’s been a wild time.
Here you read the results of our adventure.

WHITE PINE PRESS

FINAL FOTST.XM

For as long as the Final Fantasy series has been around
it has had a killer soundtrack to go along with it. Nobuo
Uematsu, the long-time composer of the series, was not
able to make it on board for FFXIII. As a result, the
soundtrack for FFXIII suffered immensely. Music in
FFXIII is bland and uninteresting and hardly noticeable.
There were a few tracks that were worthy of note, but
for the wrong reasons. Once during my excursion through
the game I came across a boss battle. Instead of an epic
composition, I was treated to a jazz salsa mix. As a result I
was very confused.
Music of a Final Fantasy title is such a key component
to a genuine experience. When instead of the exciting and
thrilling work of Uematsu, players get a bunch of hastily
thrown together scores that just seem to go in one ear and
out the other. This killed the experience of FFXIII for me.
The art for FFXIII gets a solid B+, but the music gets a
big fat F.. .for failure.
Jacob Bailey on story line

Scott Pell on presentation

The Final Fantasy series has long been recognized for
its art, and music. However, FFXIII seems to have missed
a few things along the way. It is no secret that Square
Enix are masters of CGI, and the pre-rendered cut-scenes
in FFXIII are a joy to watch. In-game graphics are also
extremely well done; the difference in the level of detail
rendered for the cut-scenes and actual game-play wasn’t
even noticeable.

Sadly there is litde to say about the
actual story line of this game. After a
solid 15 hours of vague references to
past lives of each character, gratuitous
amounts of beautiful but unsubstantial
cut scenes and linear story sequences, I
was fed up with this game.
Every character was your
stereotypical poorly-done anime
character with daddy issues. Emosweep hair cuts abound and, save for
one well done character who had a
baby chocobo who lived in his afro,
each character’s “unique” story line felt
like a retelling of either Final Fantasy VII or Final Fantasy
VIII characters.
I was not compelled, nor enticed, and by the time we
made it to disc three without any semblance of depth
or resolution in sight for our mediocre group of ragtag
heroes, FFXIII gets another emboldened F.. .for failure.

FFXIII. The newest incarnation of the series introduces
a brand-new battle system. While previous games were
strictly turn-based, without much variation, the new
system works to make the battles feel like they’re being
played in real time. Characters are still limited by time
between actions, as indicated by their “ATB Gauge.” This
gauge builds over time, and each action requiring a certain
amount of the gauge to perform. A standard attack or
spell takes one segment of the gauge, while higher power
abilities and spells take more.
The player controls only the main character of the
party, with other members being controlled by AI. While
this is a little disconcerting at first, the game handles it
very well with the incorporation of Roles. Roles are like
a character’s class. Commandos are melee specialists,
Ravagers casters, Medics are healers, and so on. The
party’s Roles are arranged in Paradigms that can be
switched during combat. For instance, the combination
of two commandos and a medic is known as the “Tireless
Charge” Paradigm, and is good for attacking.
The strategy that goes into creating a Paradigm deck,
and efficiently shifting Paradigms during battle is key, as
all members of the party act according to their current
Role. The AI does a surprisingly good job at selecting
what ability to use when, and if you’ve faced an enemy
before, will even select abilities that the creature may have
a weakness against.
However, in previous Final Fantasy games, the best
spells were the Summons. While FFXIII has Summons,
the new system gimps them to such an extent that we
almost forgot to write about them. We almost never used
them, and when we did we were sorely disappointed that
we didn’t use the time for more effective abilities.
FFXIII game mechanics, with its innovative combat
system that was easy to navigate, gets an A.

Overall rating: C

scon PELL

Press Staff Writer
JACOB BAILEY

Managing Editor
Jebediah Bailey on game mechanics

JEBEDIAH BAILEY

The game mechanics are really the high point of

Press Staff Writer

Music review: these bells are broken
take away from this album. With its battering organs and Mer
cer’s wailing “I was lost then and I am lost now / And I doubt
I’ll ever know which way to go,” it’s the most memorable track.
The artistic partnership and odd combination ofJames
Next, “Your Head is on Fire,” a mellow throwback
Mercer, frontman of The Shins, and Brian Burton, a.k.a. Dan
prevalent with echoes, makes for tedious listening. “The
ger Mouse (MF DOOM, Gorillaz), known together as Broken
Ghost Inside,” a longwinded, falsetto-laden song, is somBells, released their self-tided debut album on Mar. 9.
. ber, if nothing else. These are points in the album where
While this partnership is anything but expected, the pos
Burton’s influence isn’t clear, and Mercer takes main stage.
sibility of such a duo is subsequendy explored and experi
“Sailing to Nowhere,” “Trap Doors,” and “Citizen” are all
mented upon - with some interesting (and not so interesting)
vague, dismal tracks — songs whose names you won’t remem
results. Often such ventures result in a lot of pretense and lit
ber. Uninteresting isn’t the exact word to describe these, but
de originality, but, in this case, something new is found.
something along those lines. Dull? Monotonous? Maybe.
Framed as experimental indie rock, the 10-track album
But the album isn’t stale by any means - tracks like “Oc
starts with its two singles — “The High Road,” and “Vapor
tober,” and “Mongrel Heart” pick up slack with memora
ize.” Both of these tunes give the album a great, catchy start,
ble hooks, showing the mesh and eclectic contrast between
although “The High Road” includes some bizarre moments
Mercer and Burton. They bring a breath of fresh air to an
and nonsense phrases (experimental creativity, right?).
otherwise overdone genre, also making the experimental
“Vaporize” truly shines, and should be the one song you
subtext of the album legitimate and even enjoyable.

■

WILL MCCONNELL

Press Staff Writer

Ending strong with “The Mall & Misery,” a sleepy
but interesting track, Broken Bells illustrates a promising
combination between two separate entities. Expect many,
many imitations to follow in Mercer and Burton’s wake.
Although an unfinished copy of the album was leaked in
late 2009, subsequent launch-date shows, concerts, and album
sales have fared well,
and if there is any
experimental music
venture out there that
deserves to do well,
this is it. Consider
Broken Bells a le
gitimate group, not a
side project.

Rating: 2 out
of 4 stars
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Top five warning signs that you’re falling in love

■

DAKOTA DEEREN

Press Staff Writer

Spring is here and it is the season of
new love. All the animals are getting
twitterpated and people are falling for one
another left and right. Even you may
be sucked in. Love is almost like
a disease, so here are the top five
symptoms you may experience
if you too are bitten by the “love
bug” during this spring season.

temporary physical symptom, and can be
worrying, but it won’t last forever. It is
caused by nervousness and anxiousness. If
you just breathe and relax this will go away
in a few minutes.

You start to put more time and energy
into what you look like. Making sure
your clothes look good and your hair
is just right. You may even start to
watch what you say or the way you
act around the OOYA to make sure
you don’t make a fool of yourself.
Warning: Do not become too selfconscious. You want the person to
love you for you, not the person you
pretend to be around them. You need
to he able to be comfortable around
them, so it is key to be yourself.

5. Your fights are cute.
Warning: New love can be very nerve
racking, but don’t worry too much. Stress
releases extra acid into your stomach,
which only makes it worse.

2. Butterflies.
When you’re around them you might
have a feeling of butterflies. This is a

easily brushed under the rug. Do not be
afraid to speak your view or what you
believe in. It’s important that they know
how you really feel.
Press lllustration/RICHARD GAVITT

4. You become your very best.

1. You forget about everything else.
Nothing is more important than that
special someone—we’ll call them the Object
Of Your Affections, or OOYA. You’ll find
yourself putting off work or your down
time, just to see them for a second longer
or hear their voice for a couple more
minutes. You might even start canceling
plans with friends, to be able to spend
more time with your new love. Nothing
seems as important to you as they are.
Warning: Be careful not to let the rest
of your life slip away from you. It is nice to
be with that special person, but you need
to balance your time wisely.

and the OOYA figures largely in your
plans. When you look into their eyes you
may see marriage, a home, and little ones.
Warning: Do not rush into the future!
New love is nice, but it might not last. Do not
get too deep too soon, as it might end badly.

3. You think about the future.
You may start to prioritize your future

The fights you and the OOYA have are
over little things that don’t really count—
silly fights that don’t last long. You are
more likely to forgive them pretty easily.
You are more willing to compromise
and be flexible. You both work together
through the tough stuff you may face.
Warning: Some things should not be

thoughts (lady) = I
thoughts (you) = y

■
y-l-n

If n is positive, love = yes.
If n is negative, love = no.
"Add up the number of times
that you think about the lady
each day. Subtract from the total
the number of times you think
about yourself each day. If the
remainder is more lady, and less
yourself, then it's love."
(From the movie Creator, 1985)

Why choose CMU’s

Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education Program?
“I was so impressed with the enthusiasm and support from the CMU advisors
throughout my undergraduate experience. One of them even called a potential
employer with a job recommendation four years after I'd graduated!"

- Megan Hancock, BS in Elementary Education, TCAPS teacher
"Central Michigan University's elementary education program in Traverse City is a
high quality education program that promotes excellence and student success. It
provides students with the skills to make a positive difference in their community."

- Rose Gallagher, BS in Elementary Education, GTACS teacher
"With CMU's Traverse City program, I was able to get all of my classes in Traverse
City, which allowed me to stay in the area and work part-time, too. My experience
in CMU's Off-Campus Elementary Education program was truly positive, and I
would highly recommend it to anyone."

- Matthew Dickinson, BS in Elementary Education, Trinity Lutheran teacher

They chose CMU. Shouldn't you?

CMU
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
UNIVERSI1Y

We make it possible. Central Michigan University in Traverse City.

Call 231-995-1756 or toll-free 877-268-4636 today!
www.cel.cmich.edu/traversecity

NMC
University
Center

Traverse.City@cmich.edu
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WAFFLEPALOOZA

OTP presents Rent Friday and Saturday, Mar. 19 and 20 at 8 p.m.
and Sunday, Mar. 21 at 3 p.m. Based on the characters and storyline
in Puccini’s La Boheme, Rent quickly became a beloved work and
overnight phenomenon when it hit Broadway in the mid-1990s. For
more information contact the Old Town Playhouse at (231) 9472210, or e-mail office@oldtownplayhouse.com.
Ruddigore Traverse City West High School brings a classic to

the stage with a twist—the Gilbert and Sullivan masterpiece
“Ruddigore,” complete with alluring tango dancers, elaborate
costumes, and even a character or two that bear astonishing
resemblance to present-day pop culture icons. Friday, Mar. 19 and
Saturday, Mar. 20, performances at 7:30 p.m.; Sun. Mar. 21 matinee
at 2 p.m. Box office phone: (231) 933-7509.
Observatory Public Viewing Night Saturday, Mar. 20, 9-11 p.m.,
Rogers Observatory on Brimley Road. Suggested donation is $2/
person, $5/family. Call (231) 995-2300 for more information.
Nrityagram Dance Ensemble from Southern India will transport

THE NMC FILM CLUB served up freshly made waffles during their Wafflepalooza
fundraiser in the Welcome Center on March 17. The money the students made selling
their tasty wares will go toward Film Club events.
Press Photol'CALEB STRAIGHT

viewers on Saturday, Mar. 20 at 8 p.m. to enchanted worlds of magic and
spirituality with the sensuous flow of Odissi, the oldest of India’s classical
dance forms. Dennos Museum Center, Milliken Auditorium; $25
advance, $28 door, $22 members. Purchase tickets online or call (231)
995-1553.
Larry K. Snider will speak about India and his photography of
Varanasi, Sunday, Mar. 21,2 p.m. Dennos Museum Center. Regular

museum admission, free to members.
Kenyan Safari Acrobats Tuesday, Mar. 23, 7 p.m., Dennos Museum

Center, Milliken Auditorium. Free.
World Slavery: The Haitian Revolution and the Rise of American
Music Tuesday, Mar. 23, 12 p.m., Dennos Museum Center, Milliken

Auditorium. Ray Kamalay, Detroit native and long-time professional
musician, traces the development of slavery from ancient times to its
links in a perspective of world history through discussion. Sponsored
by MGAC (Michigan Global Awareness Consortium). Free and open
to the public.

Author Marty Essen presents "Around the World in 90 Minutes”
Wednesday, Mar. 2.4, 7 p.m., Dennos Museum Center, Milliken
Auditorium. Free. (231) 995-1043.
A Family Evening Program with Mark Kistler Thursday, Mar. 25

from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at Scholar’s Hall. Join Mark Kistler for
a drawing experience for the whole family; bring a pencil, paper,
and something to write on. A donation of $5 per person or $20
per family is suggested. 100% of proceeds go to “Andres Place.”
Presented by Northwestern Michigan College.
The Horse Boy will be screened on Thursday, Apr. 1, 7 p.m. at the
Dennos Museum Center. It’s the story of how one family found
a gateway into understanding their autistic son’s life. Community
Cinema is a community outreach project of CMU Public Television
and the Dennos Museum Center. Free of charge. For more on the
Independent Cinema series, including upcoming dates and films,
visitWCMU.org/TV.
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30 BY ‘20 Community Input Results Wednesday, Apr. 7, 7 p.m. at

Hagerty Center.
Jayme Stone: Africa to Appalachia Friday, Apr. 9, 8 p.m. Dennos

GrandVvujiy
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Museum Center, Milliken Auditorium; $25 advance, $28 door, $22
members. Join Jayme Stone and his group blending jazz, bluegrass,
African rhythms and anything else that strikes their fancy, with
“music that’s difficult to describe, but easy to love.” Purchase tickets
online or call (231) 995-1553.
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Ferris @ NMC
Did you know you can earn your bachelor’s degree right here on the
NMC campus? Ferris partners with your local community college to
provide a quality education at an affordable price. Our 2+2 and 3+1
programs are set up so that you take two or three years of NMC
courses and one or two years of Ferris courses. The overall cost of

your degree is low because you pay the community college tuition
rate and Ferris’ public university tuition rate. Financial aid is also

available for both the Ferris and community college classes.
Visit our local office to find out more.

Learn locally and save.

a

Ferris State
University
TRAVERSE CITY

Imaaine. More
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2200 Dendrinos Dr., Suite 100, Traverse City, Ml 49684
Phone: (231) 995-1734 or (866) 857-1954
FerrisNorth@ferris.edu
www.ferris.edu/offcampus
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at NMU, we make it easy to

transfer credits, earn transfer
V-"

scholarships and fit right in to our

supportive campus climate. You’ll
be guided by a faculty adviser in

your department and get a wireless

notebook computer, loaded with
everything you need.

Complete your degree and
completely elevate your leadership

skills in our unique programs that

go way beyond the classroom.
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An EO institution

